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Abstract
Introduction—Pleasure and reward are generated by brain circuits that are largely shared
between humans and other animals.

Discussion—Here, we survey some fundamental topics regarding pleasure mechanisms and
explicitly compare humans and animals.

Conclusion—Topics surveyed include liking, wanting, and learning components of reward;
brain coding versus brain causing of reward; subjective pleasure versus objective hedonic
reactions; roles of orbitofrontal cortex and related cortex regions; subcortical hedonic hotspots for
pleasure generation; reappraisals of dopamine and pleasure-electrode controversies; and the
relation of pleasure to happiness.
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Introduction
Affective neuroscience has emerged as an exciting discipline in recent years (Berridge
2003a; Damasio 2004; Davidson et al. 2003; Davidson and Sutton 1995; Feldman Barrett
and Wager 2006; Kringelbach 2005, 2008; LeDoux and Phelps 2000; Leknes and Tracey
2008; Panksepp 1991; 1998; Rolls 2005). Many important insights have been gained into
brain mechanisms of affect, motivation, and emotion through studies of both animals and
humans.

A particularly important topic for affective neuroscience is to understand how brains
generate pleasure and other psychological components of reward because reward is
important in daily life. Pleasure is essential to a normal sense of well-being. Pathological
losses of pleasure may be a devastating part of many affective disorders ranging from
depression to schizophrenia and addiction.
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Here, our aim is to bridge findings from research in humans and other animals on pleasure
and reward (Kringelbach and Berridge 2008). In this review, we hope to explore some of the
principles important for a general understanding of how the brain mediates pleasure. Such
principles may have important translational implications for treating affective disorders.
Finally, to help clarify the discussion, we have included a glossary of terms at end.

Multiple psychological components of reward
We note that a pleasant stimulus is often called a rewarding stimulus or simply a reward.
However, it is useful to keep in mind that actual reward lies in active processes of the brain
and mind that reacts to a stimulus rather than the stimulus itself. Further, reward may appear
at first glance to be a unitary process, but it is actually a composite or complex process
containing several psychological components that correspond to distinguishable
neurobiological mechanisms (Berridge and Robinson 2003; Dickinson and Balleine 2002;
Everitt and Robbins 2005; Kelley et al. 2005; Kringelbach 2005; Kringelbach and Berridge
2008; Leknes and Tracey 2008; Schultz 2006). The major components of reward and their
subdivisions include:

Liking: the actual pleasure component or hedonic impact of a reward. Pleasure
comprises two levels: (1) core ‘liking’ reactions that need not necessarily be
conscious; (2) conscious experiences of pleasure, in the ordinary sense of the word,
which may be elaborated out of core ‘liking’ reactions by cognitive brain
mechanisms of awareness (see “A glossary of reward definitions” below for more
detail on definitions).

Wanting: motivation for reward, which includes both (1) incentive salience
‘wanting’ processes that are not necessarily conscious and (2) conscious desires for
incentives or cognitive goals.

Learning: associations, representations, and predictions about future rewards based
on past experiences. Learned predictions include both (1) explicit and cognitive
predictions and (2) implicit knowledge as well as associative conditioning, such as
basic Pavlovian and instrumental associations.

Extensive research has demonstrated that these different psychological components are
mediated by partly dissociable brain substrates. Within each reward component, there are
further subdivisions and levels, including both conscious and non-conscious processing. The
existence of multiple types of components within reward provides challenges as well as
opportunities to affective neuroscientists. The primary challenge is to identify which brain
systems mediate pleasure versus other components of reward and to map components
correctly onto their own neural substrates (Fig. 1). This challenge is difficult because a
rewarding stimulus or event will elicit many or all of these reward components
simultaneously and so activate many brain systems at the same time. Careful studies are
needed to tease apart whether activity in a particular brain region belongs most to the
‘liking’, ‘wanting’, or learning sub-components of reward and to understand how
components are assembled by larger limbic circuits into an integrated reward system (Baldo
and Kelley 2007;Balleine and Killcross 2006;Beaver et al. 2006;Burke et al. 2008;Di Chiara
and Bassareo 2007;Evans et al. 2006;Everitt and Robbins 2005;Izard 2007;Koob and Le
Moal 2006;Kringelbach 2004;Leyton et al. 2005;Panksepp 2007;Salamone et al.
2007;Schultz 2006;Volkow et al. 2006;Wise 2006).

An opportunity arises from this for basic neuroscientists to provide a richer reality for
understanding how different brain systems play distinct roles in the composite of reward.
Applied to psychopathology, this has important implications for understanding how a
particular brain dysfunction might generate its distinct pattern of psychological disorder,
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which, in turn, may create novel opportunities for clinical neuroscientists to move beyond
‘one size fits all’ therapeutic strategies and to better allow the design of particular therapies
to reverse or compensate for particular types of psychopathological dysfunction.

Of the three types of reward component, pleasure or hedonic ‘liking’ has probably been the
least addressed in neuroscience studies. There is a special need for better understanding of
how pleasure is generated by brain systems, and so we will focus particularly on pleasure in
this paper.

From sensation to pleasure
Pleasure is never merely a sensation (Frijda 2007; Kringelbach and Berridge 2008; Ryle
1954). Instead, it always requires the activity of hedonic brain systems to paint an additional
“hedonic gloss” onto a sensation to make it ‘liked’. That is consistent with the role of
pleasure in the valuation of sensory stimuli in decision making, including most importantly
their hedonic valence, in order to act as an interface between sensation and goal-directed
action (Dickinson and Balleine 2008). Pleasure here is defined as a ‘liking’ reaction to
reward, whether explicitly felt in consciousness or not. It comprises the positive dimension
of the more general category of hedonic processing important to survival, which also
includes other negative and unpleasant dimensions such as pain. Pleasure conceptualized in
this way may well be present in many animal species besides humans.

Some stimuli are more likely to elicit pleasure than others—to be painted with a hedonic
gloss. Since pleasure must ultimately serve a central role in fulfilling Darwinian imperatives
of survival and procreation, the sensory pleasures linked to food intake as well as sex are
likely to be fundamentally basic (Cabanac 1992, 2008; Darwin 1872; Kringelbach 2008;
Nesse 2002; Panksepp 1998; Rolls 2005; Schulkin 2004).

Food is one of the most universal routes to pleasure and is one of the most accessible
experimental methods available to neuroscience studies of pleasure (Kringelbach 2005;
Peciña et al. 2006; Rozin 1999; Small et al. 2001). The two most important senses involved
in food intake are smell and taste, which must interact to facilitate human decision making
and hedonic experience (Gottfried 2008; Small and Veldhuizen 2008). Four computational
principles have been proposed for the interaction between sensory and hedonic processing in
humans and other primates: (1) motivation-independent processing of identity and intensity,
(2) formation of learning-dependent multimodal sensory representations, (3) reward
representations using state-dependent mechanisms including selective satiation, and (4)
representations of hedonic experience, monitoring/learning, or direct behavioral change
(Kringelbach 2005). Beyond food, sex is another potent natural pleasure, and some other
special classes of stimuli also appear to be important, though more subtle. Drugs of abuse
that act as rewards are widely viewed to usurp the brain systems that evolved to mediate
sensory pleasures such as food and sex. Social interactions with conspecifics are important
to the propagation of genes in all social animals such as humans, which means that social
pleasures are also likely to be part of the repertoire of fundamental pleasures. Social
pleasures in animals other than humans might be conceived as essentially similar to basic
sensory pleasures or conceivably even in some nonhuman species as something more
abstract. Social pleasures include sensory visual features such as faces, touch features of
grooming and caress, as well as in humans more abstract and cognitive features of social
reward. In particular, adult pair bonds and attachment bonds between parents and infants are
likely to be extremely important. In fact, it might well be that in humans at least, the social
pleasures are perhaps as pleasurable as the basic sensory pleasures.

In addition to these basic sensory and social pleasures, there are a large number of higher-
order pleasures that are prominent in humans, including monetary, artistic, musical,
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altruistic, and transcendent pleasures. Such higher-order pleasures depend on learning and
might be conceptualized as higher-dimensional combinations of the basic pleasures, and as
such may re-use some of the same brain mechanisms.

Is human pleasure similar or different to that of other animals?
Pleasure and displeasure reactions are prominent in our own lives and in the behavior of
many other animals and may have had similar evolutionary functions in common ancestors
of both (Fig. 2). The underlying limbic neural mechanisms for generating affective reactions
are well developed and similar in the brains of most mammals (at least). It seems unlikely
that so much neural machinery would have been selected and conserved across species if it
had no function. Basic core pleasure reactions have always had objective consequences for
an individual’s behavior, physiology, and eventual gene fitness, and brain mechanisms for
those hedonic reactions could have evolved well before the additional mechanisms needed
for human subjective feelings of pleasure. In a sense, hedonic reactions have been too
important to survival for hedonia to be exclusively subjective. Common function and neural
conservation of machinery suggest that pleasure may be similar across humans and many
animals.

For pleasure feelings, specialized, though elusive, brain mechanisms of conscious
elaboration are likely needed to convert an objective ‘liking’ reaction to a hedonic stimulus
into a subjectively felt liking experience. Thus, it may well be that human conscious
experience of pleasure is different not only quantitatively but also qualitatively from other
animals. Human cognitive capacity transforms and elaborates our mental representations of
pleasant events, adding richness and the capacity to savor by altering the attention we pay
and the way we think about pleasures (Barrett et al. 2007a, b; Frijda 2007; Frijda and
Sundararajan 2007; Gilbert and Wilson 2007; Higgins 2006). Cognition also vastly expands
the range of events that can trigger pleasure in humans to include cognitive and cultural
sources (art, music, dinner parties and as well as other social, intellectual and aesthetic
rewards) and provides new top-down regulatory ways to amplify or dampen a pleasure or
displeasure.

Conclusions about brain reward systems derived from animal studies versus human studies
typically produce conclusions that are similar and complementary, at least for mechanisms
of core pleasure reactions, and below we will focus on brain issues that are mostly shared
across humans and animals.

Pleasure coding versus causality
The occurrence of pleasure is coded by neural activity in many brain sites, including
orbitofrontal cortex, anterior cingulate cortex, insular cortex, amygdala, nucleus accumbens
and related striatum, ventral pallidum, and brainstem sites including mesolimbic dopamine
projections (Berns et al. 2001; Blood and Zatorre 2001; Cardinal et al. 2002; Everitt and
Robbins 2005; Kringelbach 2004, 2005; Kringelbach and Berridge 2008; Kringelbach et al.
2004; Levine et al. 2003; Menon and Levitin 2005; O’Doherty et al. 2002; Pelchat et al.
2004; Rolls 2005; Schultz 2006; Small et al. 2001; Volkow et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2004;
Watson et al. 2006; Figs. 1, 2 and 3).

But do all brain structures that code for pleasure actually help to cause it? A useful
distinction can be made between coding and causing pleasure in the brain, where the former
method can reflect not only pleasure causation but also brain activity that results from
pleasure enhancement but causes another function, whereas the latter method is related only
to activity that enhances pleasure reactions as its consequence. This implies that some brain
activations may both cause and code pleasure reactions, whereas others do not cause
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pleasure but may code it while causing other psychological or behavioral changes. Neural
coding is inferred in practice by measuring brain activity correlated to a pleasure, using
techniques such as PET, fMRI, and magnetoencephalography (MEG) neuroimaging in
humans or electrophysiological or neurochemical activation measures in animals presented
with a rewarding stimulus (Figs. 3 and 4). Causation is generally inferred on the basis of a
change in pleasure as a consequence of a brain manipulation such as lesion or stimulation
(Figs. 1 and 2). Neural coding is sometimes meant as though it also necessarily implied
causation. But the two are logically different, and some evidence indicates that the brain
sometimes organizes them differently, too.

Coding and causation often go together of course, but they need not always be identical. As
a general rule, it would appear that the information about the pleasure elicited by stimuli is
coded by many anatomical regions and neurochemical systems but only generated by a
smaller subset. The brain may thus operate by the principle of ‘more codes than causes’ for
pleasure, resulting in part from the tendency of signals to spread beyond their source and
from the need for some brain systems to translate reward signals into other psychological
functions such as learning and memory, cognitive representations, decisions, action,
consciousness, and so on.

Code-but-not-cause systems might nonetheless be reliable indicators that a pleasant event is
occurring because they must take pleasure signals as inputs to achieve other component
processes in reward and related tasks (e.g., cognitive representations and memories of
reward [reward learning], motivational value appraisals or decisions [reward wanting]). For
example, prefrontal cortex regions sensitively code reward and hedonic impact, as described
below. Yet damage to ventromedial region of prefrontal cortex may impair the cognitive use
of emotional reactions without necessarily impairing the capacity to experience the hedonic
impact of those emotional reactions (Bechara et al. 1997; Damasio 1999; Damasio 2004;
Kringelbach 2005; Kringelbach and Berridge 2008). The difference between coding and
causing poses challenges to affective neuroscience studies. How to distinguish between
coding activations that cause pleasure or other reward components from other coding
activations that instead cause other functions? And how to identify those other functions?

On necessary and sufficient causes of pleasure
Even within neural causation of pleasure, it may be useful to distinguish further. How to
assign causal status to brain events is a complicated issue, but it is not too much an
oversimplification to suggest that in practice, the causal status of brain mechanisms in
reward has been approached in two distinct experimental ways. These ways correspond to
the ideas of a ‘necessary cause’ and a ‘sufficient cause’.

One experimental approach is to ask ‘What reward function is lost?’ when a brain system is
suppressed (e.g., by antagonist drugs, lesions, genetic manipulations, or other brain
manipulations). That approach asks about the brain system’s role as a necessary cause for
pleasure or other reward components; it identifies brain systems without which normal
reward cannot be carried on. Necessary causation implies that if activity in a brain region is
a necessary cause of pleasure, then the presence of a normal pleasure reaction requires the
participation of this brain region. The mere presence of this neural activity does not,
however, imply that pleasure will occur. In practice, necessary causation is revealed when a
lesion or pharmacological suppression produces a deficit in pleasure.

A different approach is to ask ‘What reward function is enhanced?’ by activation of a brain
system. That approach asks about the brain system’s role as a sufficient cause for increases
in pleasure or another reward component (when other conditions in the brain do not
simultaneously change so much as to invalidate hopes of obtaining a specific answer). This
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enhancement approach uses agonist drugs, brain stimulation, or other means to stimulate
neural activity and asks if reward occurs or becomes magnified above normal levels as a
consequence. Sufficient causation implies that if activity in a brain region is a sufficient
cause of pleasure, then activation of this brain region will result in enhanced pleasure
reactions (however, multiple brain mechanisms might participate in parallel, and so the
presence of a pleasure reaction need not imply the neural activity in a particular location). In
practice, sufficient causation is revealed when stimulation of a brain system produces an
increase in a pleasure reaction.

Neuroscientists may traditionally expect the same brain system to have both roles as a
necessary and a sufficient cause. That may often be true, and if so, then neural activation or
inhibition of the same system should produce bidirectional changes in reward, either up or
down. But necessary and sufficient causes need not always go together. In some cases, a
brain system might act as a sufficient cause to elevate without being a necessary cause for
normal levels of pleasure or vice versa. For example, activations in the nucleus accumbens
are a sufficient cause to enhance several aspects of reward (Cardinal et al. 2002; Everitt and
Robbins 2005; Kelley et al. 2002; Kelley et al. 2005; Koob and Le Moal 2006; Kringelbach
and Berridge 2008; Peciña et al. 2006; Robbins and Everitt 2002; Salamone et al. 2007;
Shizgal et al. 2001; Szczypka et al. 2001), yet damage to the nucleus accumbens may only
subtly impair the hedonic impact or related components of natural rewards such as food
(Balleine and Killcross 1994; Parkinson et al. 1999; Setlow et al. 2002; Whishaw and
Kornelsen 1993). Core ‘liking’ reactions to pleasure may be relatively difficult to abolish
absolutely by a single brain lesion or drug, which may be very good in evolutionary terms.
An important task for affective neuroscience is to identify the few substrates that are really
necessary for normal pleasure (and relate them to those that enhance pleasure above
normal).

The consciousness of pleasure: can ‘liking’ ever be unconscious?
Pleasure has often been defined as the conscious experience of reward, but it is questionable
whether such a narrow definition is the most meaningful or useful in the end. An expanded
definition may be more useful for neuroscientists when dealing with pleasure. Perhaps
surprisingly, the act of engaging in conscious introspection about pleasure does not always
improve the quality of its capture (Dijksterhuis et al. 2006; Gilbert 2006; Schooler and
Mauss 2008). For example, when people introspect extensively about why they prefer a
reward stimulus such as one fruit-spread, painting, or car over another, they may often end
up more confused about their underlying preferences than when they simply make snap
judgments about the same choices (Schooler and Mauss 2008). Much of our brain activity is
not available for conscious introspection, and neuroscientific evidence from humans and
other animals has made it clear that non-conscious brain activity is essential for controlling
our behavior. Some of this non-conscious brain activity is related to hedonic processing and
may lead to hedonic reactions.

Also surprising by the traditional definition, hedonic reactions themselves can actually even
be non-conscious. For example, non-conscious pleasure in the form of ‘liking’ and
‘wanting’ without subjective awareness of their occurrence has been produced in ordinary
people (Winkielman et al. 2005). In those people, consumption behavior was altered by
subliminal exposure to happy/angry facial expressions, which changed their desire to drink a
subsequently encountered beverage and their ratings of its value, even though they felt no
conscious emotional reactions at all at the moment their affective reaction was subliminally
caused. Subliminal emotional expressions likewise have been reported to alter ongoing
instrumental tasks to win money and simultaneously activate brain reward structures such as
ventral pallidum and amygdala regardless of whether or not the facial expressions are
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perceived consciously (Pessiglione et al. 2007; Whalen et al. 1998). Similarly, human drug
addicts may work to self-administer drugs even under particular conditions where the low
doses available apparently produce no subjective effects or autonomic reaction (Fischman
and Foltin 1992; Hart et al. 2001; Lamb et al. 1991).

We would not suggest that all instances of behavioral positive reinforcement necessarily
entail pleasure, whether conscious or non-conscious. But there is enough evidence to
seriously entertain the hypothesis that the human brain can generate a positive hedonic
‘liking’ reaction of which the introspecting mind remains unaware. In a similar way to how
it is has proven useful to divide emotion into the non-conscious and conscious sub-
components of emotions and feelings, we do suggest it might be more useful and meaningful
to divide pleasure into both non-conscious (core ‘liking’) and conscious (subjective liking)
sub-components of evaluative hedonic processing. Such a definition would hold that while
pleasure plays a central role for emotions and conscious feelings, it is not itself a conscious
feeling. This definition also paves the way for affective neuroscience studies of animals to
help provide insights into neural mechanisms underlying core ‘liking’ reactions by avoiding
obstructions arising from uncertainty about criteria for consciousness.

Measuring objective as well as subjective pleasure
Pleasure has manifestations both in consciousness (subjective liking) and in brain and
behavioral reactions (objective ‘liking’). Objective reactions to pleasure in both humans and
animals have been used as an additional handle by neuroscientists and psychologists in their
efforts to gain scientific purchase on pleasure.

While the pleasure of a reward such as sweetness can be measured by verbal reports in
conscious humans, this hedonic processing is not dependent on the presence of language. In
most non-linguistic mammals, pleasure will also elicit affective ‘liking’ reactions, reflecting
in a basic form the hedonic gloss to the sensation, which we experience as conscious
pleasure (Berridge 2000; Kringelbach 2008; Peciña et al. 2006).

One strategy used to find neural generators of pleasure such as brain hedonic hotspots relies
on finding examples of useful ‘liking’ reactions. One such example is the affective facial
expression elicited by the hedonic impact of sweet tastes in newborn human infants (Fig. 2).
Sweet tastes elicit positive facial ‘liking’ expressions (tongue protrusions, etc.), whereas
bitter tastes instead elicit facial ‘disliking’ expressions (gapes, etc.). These homologous-
affective expressions (sharing features such as identical allometric timing laws) seem to
have developed from the same evolutionary source in humans, orangutans, chimpanzees,
monkeys, and even rats and mice (Grill and Norgren 1978a;Steiner 1973;Steiner et al.
2001). Homology in origin of ‘liking’ reactions implies that the underlying hedonic brain
mechanisms are similar in humans and other animals, opening the way for an affective
neuroscience of pleasure that bridges both.

Pleasure generators: hedonic hotspots in the brain
What brain systems paint a hedonic gloss onto mere sensation? The brain appears frugal in
mechanisms that that are sufficient cause to generate or magnify pleasure. Compelling
evidence for pleasure causation as increases in ‘liking’ reactions has so far been found for
only a few subcortical brain substrates or hedonic hotspots.

Subcortical hedonic hotspots in nucleus accumbens, ventral pallidum, and brainstem
For example, affective neuroscience studies of rodents have indicated pleasure ‘liking’
reactions to be coordinated by a network of hedonic hotspots distributed across the brain.
Each hotspot may be merely a cubic millimeter or so in volume in the rodent brain (and
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should be a cubic centimeter or so in humans, if proportional to whole brain volume) and is
capable of generating enhancements of ‘liking’ reactions to a sensory pleasure such as
sweetness, when opioid, endocannabinoid, or other neurochemical receptors within it are
stimulated (Mahler et al. 2007; Peciña and Berridge 2005; Peciña et al. 2006; Smith and
Berridge 2005; Smith et al. 2008). Anatomical hotspot coding indicates a surprisingly high
degree of localization of function for sufficient-cause pleasure mechanisms in the brain, and
hotspot segregation within a limbic structure might provide a way for opioid or related brain
signals to disambiguate pleasure versus pain via localization of function if the same
neurochemical signal mediates both types of valence (Petrovic 2008; Reynolds and Berridge
2002; Scott et al. 2007; Smith et al. 2008; Wager et al. 2004; Wightman et al. 2007).

Hotspots exist in nucleus accumbens shell, ventral pallidum, and possibly other forebrain
and limbic cortical regions and also deep brainstem regions including the parabrachial
nucleus in the pons (Figs. 1 and 2). Microinjections of drugs that activate neuronal opioid,
endocannabinoid, or related neurochemical receptors in these hedonic hotspots (e.g., rostral–
dorsal quadrant of nucleus accumbens shell; posterior half of ventral pallidum) may double
or triple the normal number of ‘liking’ reactions to a sucrose taste (Mahler et al. 2007;Peciña
and Berridge 2005;Smith and Berridge 2005;Smith et al. 2008). Analogous to scattered
islands that form a single archipel-ago, distributed hedonic hotspots form functional
integrated circuits, which obey control rules that are largely hierarchical and organized into
brain levels (Grill and Norgren 1978b;Peciña et al. 2006). Top levels contain accumbens–
pallidal hotspots that function together as a cooperative heterarchy, so that, for example,
enhancing ‘liking’ above normal by opioid stimulation may require unanimous ‘votes’ in
favor from more than one participating hotspot in the forebrain (Smith and Berridge
2007;Smith et al. 2008).

Of course, objective evidence for ‘liking’ enhancement needs special scrutiny to ensure that
a brain activation does not merely cause something simpler, such as general arousal. Several
observations lean against simpler interpretations for limbic hedonic hotspots. For example,
enhanced ‘liking’ reactions are not amplified ‘in vacuum’ as motor reactions by accumbens
or pallidal activation but rather only if a palatable taste is also presented simultaneously, and
always in a signature hedonic pattern of several ‘liking’ reactions. Hotspot enhancement of
‘liking’ never amplifies negative ‘disliking’ or neutral reactions, ruling out general
activation explanations of increased hedonic reactions (Berridge 2000; Mahler et al. 2007;
Peciña and Berridge 2005; Smith and Berridge 2007). Also, converging evidence comes
from studies of the neuronal coding of natural pleasure enhancements within hedonic
hotspots (Aldridge and Berridge 2008; Kringelbach 2005). For example, salt appetite
induced by physiological sodium depletion causes sudden ‘liking’ of an intensely salty taste
that is normally ‘disliked’ (triple seawater NaCl concentration) and simultaneously makes
neurons in the ventral pallidum hotspot fire as vigorously to the salty taste as they do to
sweetness (but do not similarly fire to ‘disliked’ salt or other stimuli; Aldridge and Berridge
2008; Tindell et al. 2006; Wheeler and Carelli 2006). Such observations tend to support the
idea that when drugs in limbic hotspots enhance ‘liking’ reactions, the experiment has
tapped into the affective generation of pleasure.

Only one hedonic hotpot so far appears to be strongly necessary to normal pleasure in the
sense that damage to it abolishes and replaces ‘liking’ reactions to sweetness with bitter-type
‘disliking’ instead (e.g., gapes). That essential hotspot appears to be in the posterior ventral
pallidum and perhaps adjacent areas in extended amygdala, substantia innominata, and
lateral hypothalamus (Cromwell and Berridge 1993; Peciña et al. 2006; Schallert and
Whishaw 1978; Stellar et al. 1979; Teitelbaum and Epstein 1962). The striking restriction of
brain substrates where damage converts ‘liking’ to ‘disliking’ seems a testimonial to the
robustness of the brain’s capacity for a basic pleasure reaction (Smith et al. 2008).
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Cortical cognition and pleasure
It is becoming possible to integrate pleasure, motivation, and emotion into cognitive and
systems neurosciences. Some neuroscientists and psychologists have tended to see cognition
as separate from pleasure, emotion, and motivation. Pleasure is essentially affective,
whereas cognition is not. Cognition is essentially representative of other events or relations,
whereas pleasure is not. Cognition is essential to other non-pleasure components that
compose the reward process (e.g., perceiving and knowing at a distance that stimuli are
positive through associative mechanisms, learning to anticipate a positive stimulus in time,
space, and context, and other memory, decision and action functions mediated by brain
systems beyond those that generate hedonic pleasure).

Yet more fundamentally, it is difficult to see how cognition could proceed without hedonic
processes in real life. Pleasure clearly influences cognition, and cognition influences
pleasure. Take the example of the human dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, which is the
structure that many would point to as the main brain region involved in cognition and
higher-order cognitive concepts like working memory and selection for action. The
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex also has valenced representations of taste and other hedonic
stimuli, which could aid higher cognitive processes in guiding complex motivational and
emotional behavior (Barrett et al. 2007b; Davidson et al. 2003; Kringelbach et al. 2004;
Kringelbach and Rolls 2004; Wallis and Miller 2003).

In humans, neuroimaging studies have found that the affective valence of pleasure may be
coded separately from sensation intensity in a network of brain regions (Anderson and Sobel
2003; Gottfried et al. 2002; Rolls et al. 2003; Small et al. 2003). As an example, taste
intensity (but not valence) was coded by anterior insula cortex activity (primary gustatory
area), while subjective pleasantness was coded by activity in medial orbitofrontal cortex,
mid-insular cortex, and in the anterior cingulate cortex (de Araujo et al. 2003c; Figs. 3 and
4).

Related evidence of neural correlates of subjective hedonic experience for taste and flavor
was found in experiments investigating food synergism, which is the phenomenon whereby
a combination of food elements elicits experiences that are more than the sum of food
elements on their own. Thus, the combination of pure strawberry odor and pure sugar taste is
more pleasant to many people than either the odor or the taste on their own. Neuroimaging
evidence suggests the subjective enhancement correlates with activity in a lateral region of
the mid-anterior orbitofrontal cortex (de Araujo et al. 2003c). A similar type of response was
also found in the mid-anterior part of the orbitofrontal cortex for the strong subjective
enhancement of umami taste that occurs after adding a tiny ribonucleotide to umami (de
Araujo et al. 2003a).

Another approach has been to demonstrate the coding of the reward value of a stimulus by
using a manipulation called selective or sensory-specific satiety, which is a form of
reinforcer devaluation (Cabanac 1971; Le Magnen 1967; Rolls et al. 1981). This approach
has been used in neuroimaging experiments by comparing human subjects who were
presented with two food-related stimuli while hungry and again after eating to satiety on one
food, which especially decreases its reward value (Figs. 3 and 4). The neuroimaging
experiments using olfactory and whole-food stimuli showed that the activity in the mid-
anterior parts of the orbitofrontal cortex tracks the changes in reward value of the two
stimuli, such that the activity selectively decreases for the food eaten but not for the other
food (Kringelbach et al. 2003; O’Doherty et al. 2000). Activity in the mid-anterior region of
the orbitofrontal cortex not only showed a sensory-specific decrease in the reward value of
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the whole food eaten to satiety (while remaining high to the other food) but also correlated
strongly to pleasantness ratings of the foods (Kringelbach et al. 2003).

A malfunction of these satiation mechanisms in the orbitofrontal cortex could explain the
profound changes in eating habits (escalating desire for sweet food coupled with reduced
satiety) that are often followed by enormous weight gain in patients with frontotemporal
dementia. This progressive neurodegenerative disorder is associated with major and
pervasive behavioral changes in personality and social conduct resembling those produced
by orbitofrontal lesions (although it should be noted that more focal lesions to the
orbitofrontal cortex have not to date been associated with obesity; Rahman et al. 1999).

In terms of direct causation of human pleasure, the subcortical structures demonstrated in
animals interact with cortical structures such as the orbitofrontal cortex, the insula, and
anterior cingulate cortex (Schoenbaum et al. 2006; Wallis 2007). But so far, not many other
sites can be listed yet for which necessary or sufficient criteria are met by strong evidence
that cortex causes pleasure. Cortical causation will need a closer look, as discussed below.
Using MEG, it has been demonstrated that the pleasurable pain relief obtained from direct
stimulation of the brainstem PVG/PAG in humans, perhaps involving endogenous opioid
release, will elicit activity in the mid-anterior orbitofrontal cortex (Kringelbach et al. 2007a).
As we mentioned earlier, human neuroimaging experiments have shown that this part of the
orbitofrontal cortex is a prime candidate for the coding of subjective hedonic experiences of
pleasure (Kringelbach 2005), and so we give it special attention below.

Orbitofrontal cortex: apex of pleasure representation?
A recent convergence of findings from neuroimaging, neuropsychology, and
neurophysiology indicates that the human orbitofrontal cortex is best thought of as an
important nexus for sensory integration, emotional processing, and hedonic experience
(Figs. 5 and 6). It has become clear recently that the orbitofrontal cortex also has an
important role in emotional disorders such as depression and addiction, and it is now
possible to offer a tentative model of the functional neuroanatomy of the human
orbitofrontal cortex in pleasure (Kringelbach 2005).

Sensory information arrives from the periphery in the primary sensory cortices (e.g., primary
gustatory cortex, or somatosensory cortex), where the stimulus identity is decoded into
stable cortical representations (Kringelbach 2008; Schoenbaum et al. 2006). This
information is then conveyed for further multimodal integration in brain structures in the
posterior parts of the orbitofrontal cortex. The reward value of the reinforcer appears to be
coded in more anterior parts of the orbitofrontal cortex, and from here, it can be used to
influence subsequent decisions and behavior (in lateral parts of the anterior orbitofrontal
cortex with connections to the anterior cingulate cortex), stored for learning/memory (in
medial parts of the anterior orbitofrontal cortex), and perhaps made available for subjective
hedonic experience (in mid-anterior orbitofrontal cortex). The reward value and the
subjective hedonic experience can be modulated by hunger and other internal states. At all
times, important reciprocal information flows between the various regions of the
orbitofrontal cortex and other brain regions including the insular cortex, anterior cingulate
cortex, nucleus accumbens, ventral pallidum, and the amygdala (Figs. 5 and 6). Significant
differences in terms of laterality have not been demonstrated in the orbitofrontal cortex.
However, this is a highly heterogeneous brain region, and future neuroimaging and
neuropsychology studies are likely to find many more functional distinctions between its
constituent parts.

This model does not posit that medial orbitofrontal cortex only codes for the positive
valence of rewards and vice versa for the lateral parts as coders of displeasure. Instead, the
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evidence from neuroimaging would seem to suggest that the valence of pleasures can be
represented differently in different sub-parts of the orbitofrontal cortex. The activity (as
indexed by the BOLD signal) in the medial orbitofrontal cortex would appear to correlate
with the valence of rewards, such that pleasant stimuli elicit a higher BOLD signal than
unpleasant stimuli, which is consistent with a monitoring role for the medial orbitofrontal
cortex. The inverse appears to be true for the lateral parts of the orbitofrontal cortex, but
with the important caveat that the lateral parts are mostly concerned with those unpleasant
stimuli that can bring about a change in behavior—as negative reinforcers or cognitively
avoided disincentives. Finally, the mid-anterior region of the orbitofrontal cortex would
appear to integrate the valence with state-dependent mechanisms such as selective satiation
and is thus a candidate region for taking part in the mediation of subjective hedonic
experience. It would be of considerable interest to investigate whether any of these sub-
regions of the orbitofrontal cortex are necessary or sufficient causes of pleasure or
alternatively whether their role is restricted to cognitive elaboration of value and translation
of hedonic affect into goal-directed plans.

Cortical causation of human pleasure?
The proposed link to subjective hedonic processing might make the orbitofrontal cortex an
important gateway for neuroscientific analyses of human subjective conscious experience.
Some have even suggested that the orbitofrontal and anterior cingulate cortices could be
viewed as part of a global workspace for access to consciousness with the specific role of
evaluating the affective valence of stimuli (Dehaene et al. 1998; Kringelbach 2008). In this
context, it is interesting that the medial parts of the orbitofrontal are part of a proposed
network for the baseline activity of the human brain at rest (Gusnard et al. 2001), as this
would place the orbitofrontal cortex as a key node in the network subserving consciousness.
This could potentially explain why all our subjective experiences have an emotional tone.

However, while the neuroimaging evidence clearly suggests that the orbitofrontal cortex is
coding for pleasure, in so far that the activity correlates to the output of pleasure, it is
presently not clear whether this activity also provides causal input to subjective pleasure
experiences. We suggest that this possible causation link deserves further scrutiny, as it is
currently not known whether orbitofrontal cortex (or related prefrontal sites) causes the
consciousness of pleasure, whether it causes more basic hedonic ‘liking’ reactions to
pleasure, whether it is primarily an effective point of integration between non-conscious and
conscious hedonic processing into decision making, or perhaps none of these. One way of
investigating this causation question would be to ask whether the orbitofrontal cortex is
actually required for normal pleasure reactions or conscious feelings. Only scattered data are
available, primarily from historical and case study sources. Prefrontal lobotomies were
performed on thousands of human patients in the 1950s and may provide some insights
(Valenstein 1986). If orbitofrontal or other prefrontal areas are necessary for basic ‘liking’
reactions, these lobotomy patients should no longer have been able to feel pleasure. Yet
perhaps surprisingly from this perspective, prefrontal lobotomy may not produce a
catastrophic loss of pleasure feelings as far as one can tell from the available literature.
Although many subtle emotional deficits occur in how patients describe or act upon their
emotions after damage to prefrontal cortex, the capacity for basic ‘liking’ reactions appeared
to remain intact. Lobotomy patients were by no means oblivious to the pleasures of food,
sex, or other rewards. And while modern analyses of more focal prefrontal lesions report
deficits in cognitive–emotional processing of decisions of human patients, they generally do
not indicate a total loss of the capacity for pleasures (Bechara et al. 2000; Damasio 1999;
Damasio 2004; Hornak et al. 2003). Although apathy and lack of affect is sometimes
reported after to the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, the nearly opposite symptoms of
euphoria, impulsiveness, and general emotional disinhibition may be reported after damage
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to the ventromedial prefrontal and orbitofrontal cortex (Tucker et al. 1995). Similarly,
monkeys or rats with damage to orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) still respond robustly for
rewards but are disrupted in subtle ways on the cognitive use of reward information to guide
behavioral decisions (Burke et al. 2008; Izquierdo et al. 2004; Pears et al. 2003; Pickens et
al. 2003; Rudebeck et al. 2006; Schoenbaum et al. 2006; Wallis 2007). As Schoenbaum and
Shaham concluded, “the OFC does not appear to play an important role in the acute
rewarding effect of cocaine or in relapse induced by acute exposure to the drug. This result
is consistent with data showing that the OFC is rarely necessary for animals to learn to
respond for reward, presumably because of the operation of multiple, parallel learning
systems” (Schoenbaum and Shaham 2007). Such considerations suggest that orbitofrontal
cortex might be more important to translating hedonic information into cognitive
representations and decisions than to generating a core ‘liking’ reaction to pleasant events
(Dickinson and Balleine 2008).

Similar reservations might also apply to certain types of clinical ‘anhedonia’, which are
reported to involve disruption of cortical activation patterns in orbitofrontal, insular, and
other limbic regions (Keedwell et al. 2005; Mitterschiffthaler et al. 2003). On its face,
anhedonia associated with depression, schizophrenia, and other pathological conditions
implies a total lack of pleasure, including sensory pleasures. Yet, it is not entirely clear
whether anhedonic patients truly lack the capacity for sensory pleasures or instead just
undervalue rewards in more cognitive ways while preserving a capacity for basic pleasure.
For example, most anhedonic patients with schizophrenia or depression still give essentially
normal hedonic ratings to the taste of sucrose (even if they have slight intensity
impairments; Berlin et al. 1998). That raises the possibility that clinical anhedonia may
impair cognitive evaluations of life satisfaction yet leave intact more basic capacity for
pleasure reactions. It would be valuable to gain more information on the pleasure capacities
of patients diagnosed with clinical anhedonia.

Alternatives to idea that cortex causes pleasure are counterintuitive to many investigators,
but may nonetheless still deserve further attention. These include the possibility that, even in
humans, subcortical structures are the chief generators of basic pleasures (Izard 2007;
Kringelbach 2008; Panksepp 2007; Smith et al. 2008; Steiner 1973). At its extreme, this
position views hedonic reactions as arising from subcortical structures even when they are
on their own and unable to interact with neocortex and is in part based on evidence that
human reactions to pleasant events may persist after major cortical atrophy. For example,
Shewmon et al. described several hydrocephalic cases, including a 6-year-old boy with
congenital “absence of cerebral tissue rostral to the thalamus, except for small mesial
temporallobe remnants” and a tissue-lined cyst (p. 364), who nevertheless “smiled when
spoken to and giggled when played with. These human interactions were much more intense
than, and qualitatively different from, his positive reactions to favorite toys and music.” (p.
366, Shewmon et al. 1999). Similarly, Merker suggested that hydrocephalic children
“express pleasure by smiling and laughter, and aversion by “fussing,” arching of the back,
and crying (in many gradations), their faces being animated by these emotional states. A
familiar adult can employ this responsiveness to build up play sequences predictably
progressing from smiling, through giggling, to laughter, and great excitement on the part of
the child.” (p. 79, Merker 2007). Such cases of emotional reaction without (much) cortex
raise fascinating questions for future consideration about the relative roles of cortical regions
versus subcortical structures in human pleasures. However, no matter what conclusion is
reached regarding pleasure generation, there seems general consensus that neocortex is
crucial to link affect with complex cognition.
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Controversial subcortical pleasure generators? Dopamine and electrical
brain stimulation

Among subcortical generators of reactions to pleasure, it is important to discriminate those
that truly generate hedonic ‘liking’ from those that only generate other non-hedonic
components of reward. Several limbic substrates once thought to cause pleasure may have
turned out not to do so after all. These include the mesolimbic dopamine system, as well as
the wider ventral brain substrate that supports self-stimulation electrodes (e.g., medial
forebrain bundle and related structures).

Beyond pleasure for dopamine?
Mesolimbic dopamine was long regarded as a pleasure neurotransmitter but now seems
increasingly thought by many neuroscientists to fail to live up to its pleasure label. One line
of evidence against a pleasure-causing role is that mesolimbic dopamine neurons may not
reliably be activated by pleasure per se but instead by predictive, motivational, or attentional
properties rather than hedonic properties of reward stimuli (Carelli 2004; Cheer et al. 2007;
Redgrave and Gurney 2006; Salamone et al. 2007; Schultz et al. 1997). Another line of
evidence is that, when ‘liking’ versus ‘wanting’ are teased apart by brain manipulations,
specific manipulation of dopamine signaling either up or down simply fail to shift ‘liking’
reactions to pleasure reliably in either animals or humans (Berridge 2007; Brauer and De
Wit 1997; Cannon and Palmiter 2003; Evans et al. 2006; Leyton 2008; Leyton et al. 2002;
Leyton et al. 2005; Peciña et al. 2003; Robinson et al. 2005; Tindell et al. 2005; Volkow et
al. 2002; Volkow et al. 2006). A third line of evidence is that dopamine systems may also be
activated by aversive or frankly non-rewarding stimuli, at least tonic dopamine release
pulses that last on the order of a few minutes (Ferrari et al. 2003; Horvitz 2000; Salamone
1994; Scott et al. 2006). Overall, the mesolimbic dopamine system often seems surprisingly
unable to alter basic hedonic reactions to pleasure directly, in contrast to opioid and other
true brain hedonic hotspots that generate ‘liking’ (Berridge 2007).

Dopamine roles in reward learning, prediction, and motivation
A popular alternative interpretation of mesolimbic dopamine’s role in reward has been that it
mediates learning and predictions about future reward events. This alternative draws on the
distinction between phasic dopamine signals (spike-triggered release limited to within
synapses) and tonic dopamine signals (spike-independent release extending outside
synapses) and typically assigns a learning role specifically to phasic signals (Grace 1991;
Grace et al. 2007; Niv et al. 2007; Phillips et al. 2003; Schultz 1997; 2007). Learning and
prediction roles of dopamine have been conceptualized as teaching signals, S–S prediction
signals about future rewards, and S–R stamping-in or habit reinforcement (Day and Carelli
2007; Di Chiara and Bassareo 2007; Everitt and Robbins 2005; Fields et al. 2007; Hyman et
al. 2006; Kelley 2004; Pessiglione et al. 2006; Schultz 2006; Schultz et al. 1997; Tobler et
al. 2005; Wise 2006). Many fascinating studies have revealed predictive reward signals to be
often coded by dopamine systems (Bayer and Glimcher 2005; Di Chiara and Bassareo 2007;
Fields et al. 2007; Knutson et al. 2001; Knutson et al. 2007; McClure et al. 2003; Nicola et
al. 2005; O’Doherty et al. 2006; Pessiglione et al. 2006; Phillips et al. 2003; Roitman et al.
2004; Schultz 2006; Schultz et al. 1997; Tobler et al. 2005) and by target systems in nucleus
accumbens and related forebrain structures (Aldridge et al. 1993; Barnes et al. 2005; Carelli
2004; Cromwell et al. 2005; Day and Carelli 2007; Ghitza et al. 2004; Roitman et al. 2005;
Taha and Fields 2006; Tindell et al. 2004; Wan and Peoples 2006).

Cellular and molecular studies of long-term potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression
(LTD) of neurotransmission onto neuronal targets of dopamine add ostensible mechanisms
for prediction and learning about rewards that give pleasure (Berke 2003; Fields et al. 2007;
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Hyman et al. 2006; Kelley 2004; Malenka and Bear 2004). Similarly, studies of learning
consolidation, and of striatum–accumbens interactions with associative brain structures such
as amygdala, hippocampus, prefrontal cortex, and anterior cingulate cortex, have been
conducted in support of this hypothesis (Balleine 2005; Balleine and Killcross 2006;
Cardinal and Everitt 2004; Cohen et al. 2005; Everitt and Robbins 2005; Feldman Barrett
and Wager 2006; Schultz 2006).

Dopamine—beyond learning too?
Yet it has recently been questioned whether dopamine is truly needed to learn about
pleasures or truly ever causes new learning directly, at least as a teaching signal, prediction
error, or stamping-in mechanism for stimulus–stimulus or stimulus–response associations
(Berridge 2007; Hnasko et al. 2005; Redgrave and Gurney 2006; Robinson et al. 2005).

One question concerns the distinction between phasic versus tonic dopamine signals, which
is crucial to most contemporary learning models for dopamine (Schultz 2007). Some have
asked whether it is entirely clear that neurons that receive dopamine signals can always
reliably track the difference between phasic and tonic inputs (Shizgal and Arvanitogiannis
2003; Wightman and Robinson 2002). Further, much data suggests that tonic levels of
dopamine affect learning in ways that are not captured by current phasic signal models. For
example, what happens to learning and prediction when tonic dopamine is elevated? If tonic
and phasic signals are separately segregated, some might expect no effect of tonic dopamine
on learning. Others have suggested that the onset of tonic elevations in extracellular
dopamine signals, such as produced by administration of amphetamine or related addictive
drug, might sometimes function much like a phasic signal to cause a prediction error or
teaching signal, and so strengthen over-learning in addiction. Still, others have suggested
that tonic dopamine elevation by amphetamine or similar drugs might shut down firing and
phasic dopamine release to suppress learning and cue-triggered predictions mediated by
phasic signals due to autoreceptor activation and related down-regulatory mechanisms that
feed back during tonic receptor stimulation to inhibit phasic activity in dopamine neurons.
Additionally, even if phasic dopamine release survived tonic elevation, the receptors on
post-synaptic neurons face a degraded signal-to-noise ratio when swamped by
amphetamine-induced tonic elevations in dopamine and might be hard pressed to detect any
further phasic elevations in dopamine. Such lines of thought imply that there might be little
learning about natural pleasures or little learned performance left in a brain on amphetamine
if phasic dopamine signals were a chief mechanism for learning and reward prediction.

Yet despite all that, considerable neural and behavioral evidence suggests that amphetamine-
induced tonic elevations of dopamine actually can often enhance both learning and cue-
triggered learned performance. This might be explained if tonic dopamine facilitates phasic
nondopamine signal processing that mediates learning in downstream limbic structures. For
example, a dose of amphetamine that elevates tonic dopamine actually amplifies the neural
encoding of phasic 100-ms learned reward cue-triggered signals in the ventral pallidum
(which probably reach ventral pallidum via nondopamine afferent projections) that convey
learned information about future reward (Tindell et al. 2006). Similarly, tonic dopamine
elevation by amphetamine elevates behavioral performance triggered by reward cues or
directed toward obtaining them (in ways that are too specific to the learned motivating value
of cues to be explained by tonic activation or general response strengthening effects of a
drug; Cardinal et al. 2002; Everitt et al. 2001; Everitt et al. 1999; Wyvell and Berridge
2001). In short, tonic dopamine affects reward learning and learned performance, involving
complexities that might not be expected from a pure focus on phasic dopamine signals.

More fundamentally, while a number of neuroscientists have shown that the firing of
dopamine neurons correlates beautifully to patterns expected from computational models of
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reward learning, questions have recently emerged about whether the dopamine signals are
actually ever needed to cause the learning to occur (Berridge 2007; Cagniard et al. 2006a;
Palmiter 2007; Panksepp 2005; Redgrave and Gurney 2006). Regarding whether dopamine
is needed at all to learn about rewards, several forms of reward learning have recently been
shown to proceed normally in the brains of mice that completely lack dopamine signals (due
to genetic manipulation that prevents dopamine synthesis by neurons), presumably both
phasic and tonic signals (Hnasko et al. 2005; Robinson et al. 2005). Conversely, elevation of
dopamine neurotransmission by a different genetic manipulation may fail to cause or alter
teaching signals needed for new reward learning (Cagniard et al. 2006a; Cagniard et al.
2006b; Niv et al. 2007; Tindell et al. 2005; Yin et al. 2006). Such observations raise room to
doubts whether correlations between dopamine signals and learning necessarily imply that
the dopamine has a strong causal role in learning.

Such considerations have led to suggestions that the primary role of mesolimbic dopamine
in reward is to facilitate some other process besides either learning or pleasure ‘liking’.
Suggestions have included motivational incentive salience, arousal, motivation, and memory
consolidation (Barbano and Cador 2007; Berridge 2007; Niv et al. 2007; Redgrave and
Gurney 2006; Robbins and Everitt 2007; Salamone et al. 2007). If so, long-term plasticity in
limbic structures, such as synaptic LTP and LTD, might reflect enduring motivation changes
amongst other things rather than represent new learned associations via Hebbian synaptic
coupling or prediction computation. Thus, the debate continues over the role of dopamine in
reward.

Beyond pleasure electrodes?
A related case of a brain hedonic substrate that may fail after all to live up to its name may
be so-called brain pleasure electrodes in limbic sites (Hernandez et al. 2006; Kringelbach et
al. 2007a; Olds and Milner 1954; Fig. 7). Originally discovered in rats and conceived as
activating pleasure centers in the brain (Olds 1956), recent reappraisal have been prompted
by observations that such electrodes may cause increased ‘wanting’ without ‘liking’ for
rewards, similar to dopamine (Berridge 2003b; Green et al. 2008; Kringelbach 2008;
Kringelbach et al. 2007b; Smith et al. 2008). Brain stimulation electrodes are vigorously
self-stimulated by rats in structures such as lateral hypothalamus, septum, accumbens, or the
medial forebrain bundle (Olds and Milner 1954; Shizgal et al. 2001) and often
simultaneously motivate animals to eat, drink, engage in sex, etc. (Hoebel 1988; Valenstein
et al. 1970). However, the same electrodes that make rats ‘want’ to eat food more
voraciously still fail to make rats ‘like’ food more hedonically (Berridge and Valenstein
1991).

In humans, famous cases of intense ‘pleasure electrodes’ are cited by many textbooks
(Heath 1972). But when those cases are scrutinized more closely, a surprising conclusion
may emerge that most did not cause much sensory pleasure after all, not even the most
famous (Berridge 2003b; Smith et al. 2008). For example, a much-cited case is “B-19”, a
young man implanted with stimulation electrodes in septum/accumbens region by Heath and
colleagues in the 1960s (Heath 1972). B-19 voraciously self-stimulated his electrode and
protested when the stimulation button was taken away (Fig. 7). In addition, his electrode
caused “feelings of pleasure, alertness, and warmth (goodwill); he had feelings of sexual
arousal and described a compulsion to masturbate” (p. 6, Heath 1972).

But did the electrode really cause a pleasure sensation? Perhaps not. B-19 never was quoted
as saying it did; not even an exclamation or anything like “Oh—that feels nice!”. Instead
B19’s electrode-stimulation-evoked desire to stimulate again and strong sexual arousal—
while never producing sexual orgasm or clear evidence of actual pleasure sensation. And the
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stimulation never served as a substitute for sexual acts. What it did instead was to make him
want to do more sexual acts, just as it made him want to press the button more.

Similarly, a female patient implanted with an electrode decades later compulsively
stimulated her electrode at home (Portenoy et al. 1986). “At its most frequent, the patient
self-stimulated throughout the day, neglecting personal hygiene and family commitments”
(p. 279, Portenoy et al. 1986). When her electrode was stimulated in the clinic, it produced a
strong desire to drink liquids and some erotic feelings, as well as a continuing desire to
stimulate again. However, “Though sexual arousal was prominent, no orgasm occurred” (p.
279, Portenoy et al. 1986). This seems a bit similar to B-19. “She described erotic sensations
often intermixed with an undercurrent of anxiety. She also noted extreme thirst, drinking
copiously during the session, and alternating generalized hot and cold sensations” (p. 282,
Portenoy et al. 1986). Clearly, this woman felt a mixture of subjective feelings, but the
description’s emphasis is on aversive thirst and anxiety—without evidence of distinct
pleasure sensations. Of course, to suggest that such pleasure electrodes failed to cause real
pleasure does not mean that no electrode ever did so, much less that future pleasure
electrodes never will. But it does mean that, if even the most prototypical and classic cases
of ‘pleasure electrodes’ from the past are open to doubt, closer scrutiny of deep brain
stimulation (DBS) electrodes may be needed in the future: Do they really cause pleasure?
(Green et al. 2008; Kringelbach et al. 2007b).

Incentive salience as potential explanation for dopamine and electrodes
What could such reward electrodes be doing, if not pleasure? One possible explanation is
that electrode activation might enhance motivational value in the form of incentive salience
attribution to surroundings and stimuli perceived at that moment, especially to the act of
stimulating the electrode and the stimuli that surround it. If the electrodes caused ‘wanting’,
a person might well describe a sudden feeling that life was suddenly more attractive,
desirable, and compelling to pursue. If it caused ‘wanting’ attribution to the button and the
act of pressing it, people might well ‘want’ to activate their electrode again, even if it
produced no pleasure sensation. That would be mere incentive salience ‘wanting’—without
hedonic ‘liking’. It would be possible in that case to ‘want’ to press the electrode again,
without ever gaining significant pleasure or even necessarily having a clear expectation of
gaining pleasure. Similar ‘wanting’ interpretations have been applied more generally to the
role of mesolimbic dopamine in reward (Berridge 2007; Berridge and Robinson 1998).

The psychology of incentive salience creates such possibilities for irrational desire, which
extend beyond pleasure electrodes to addictive drugs and perhaps to some targets of other
compulsive motivations, and which commonly involve activation of mesolimbic dopamine
systems (Berridge and Aldridge 2008; Robinson and Berridge 1993; Robinson and Berridge
2003). Defined as a want for something you neither like nor expect to like, strongly
irrational desire may be rare but does exist (the electrode cases above might be examples).
In animal experiments, irrational ‘wanting’ has been suggested to be created through
activation of brain dopamine-related systems via systemic or intra-accumbens amphetamine
administration and by psychostimulant-induced neural sensitization of accumbens-related
systems (Flagel et al. 2007; Peciña et al. 2003; Tindell et al. 2005; Uslaner et al. 2006;
Vezina 2004; Wyvell and Berridge 2001). In humans, drug-induced irrational ‘wanting’ has
been suggested to occur via incentive sensitization in some drug addicts, which may create a
motivational compulsion to take drugs again even if a drug is not particularly pleasant and
even after recovery from withdrawal (Robinson and Berridge 1993; Robinson and Berridge
2003). Considerable evidence has recently emerged to bear on such excesses of desire
(Boileau et al. 2006; Boileau et al. 2007; Camerer 2006; de Wit et al. 2002; Evans et al.
2006; Everitt and Robbins 2005; Finlayson et al. 2007; Lawrence et al. 2003; Leyton et al.
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2002; Leyton et al. 2005; Robinson and Berridge 2003; Vanderschuren and Everitt 2005;
Wiers et al. 2007; Wiers and Stacy 2006).

In what ways are the brain mechanisms of pleasure linked to human
happiness?

A final question regarding the comparison of humans to animals is to ask how relevant
pleasure is to human happiness. That is, in what role do brain mechanisms of sensory
pleasures, which might be shared by animals and humans alike, play in the more exalted
phenomenon of happiness, which might be relatively unique to humans and perhaps even
only a fortunate few?

Sigmund Freud, for instance, took a strongly hedonic view about how happiness relates to
pleasure (Freud and Riviere 1930). In response to his own question about what people
demand of life and wish to achieve in it, Freud replied “The answer to this can hardly be in
doubt. They strive after happiness; they want to become happy and to remain so. This
endeavor has two sides, a positive and a negative aim. It aims, on the one hand, at an
absence of pain and displeasure, and, on the other, at the experiencing of strong feelings of
pleasure” (Freud and Riviere 1930; p.76). Freud’s answer equates pleasure with happiness.
According to this view, the more pleasure you have (while avoiding displeasure), the
happier you are. To the degree that such a hedonic answer is correct, brain mechanisms of
pleasure might be virtually identical to brain mechanisms of happiness.

But on the other hand, others have contended instead that human happiness involves much
more than mere pleasure and requires additional achievements in the cognitive, aesthetic,
moral, or other domains (Cabanac 2008; Higgins 2006; Kahneman et al. 1999; Kringelbach
2008; Leknes and Tracey 2008; Mill et al. 1998). For instance, John Stuart Mill wrote: “It is
better to be a human being dissatisfied than a pig satisfied; better to be Socrates dissatisfied
than a fool satisfied.” (Mill et al. 1998, p. 57). By Mill’s view, pleasure in a pig or fool is not
enough for happiness because true happiness hinges on a superior kind of psychological
richness that is unique to more enlightened humans. Mill asserted further that even if anyone
could “know both sides” and compare the experience of humans and of animals, “Few
human creatures would consent to be changed into any of the lower animals, for a promise
of the fullest allowance of a beast’s pleasures” (p.57). While it is difficult to speculate
whether many beasts would consent to the reverse if they could know both sides, still many
people would agree with Mill that human well-being often turns on considerations about
family, culture, morality, success, justice, or other higher values.

Perhaps happiness cannot be reduced to pleasure alone, and pleasure is but a fleeting
moment in the state which is happiness. But the attainment of happinessmust surely include
the ready capacity for pleasure reactions. Some might even suggest that ‘true’ happiness or
bliss might be a state of ‘liking’ without ‘wanting’—which with the current available
neuroscientific evidence is actually becoming a testable hypothesis.

A glossary of reward definitions
Discussions about pleasure can be frustrating when different participants mean different
things when using the same term. To avoid misunderstandings, we have included brief
definitions of what we mean by particular terms. Our goal is not to impose our definitions on
readers who prefer different ones but simply to help readers keep track of what terms mean
here.
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Affective valence or hedonic impact
Affective valence is the hedonic niceness or nastiness (‘liking’ versus ‘disliking’) of reward
or aversion that is essential to emotions. We stress here that the hedonic valence of pleasure
is always a brain-generated process or reaction that must be actively added to the stimulus
by specialized neural systems (such as accumbens/pallidal hedonic hotspots). Hedonic
valence is neither an inherent property of a stimulus nor a mere epiphenomenon but results
as an objective neural–psychological process from the interactive ability of the stimulus to
engage hedonic brain systems. In our view, this objective side of pleasure mechanisms aids
the development of an affective neuroscience of positive affect. The term hedonic is often
restricted to positive pleasures in particular (and not displeasures), perhaps in part because
the word is derived from the ancient Greek hedone, referring to the Cyreniac philosophical
principle that pleasure is the proper goal of action, and hedys for sweet and pleasant.

Learning
Associative Pavlovian or instrumental learning forms link between stimuli or behavioral
events. Cognitive learning mechanisms additionally form higher-order rule-based
predictions of future events, declarative expectations, and goal-directed plans based on
experience.

Liking (without quotation marks)
Subjective hedonic reactions. This is the everyday sense of the word liking or pleasure,
referring most directly to a conscious experience or subjective feeling of niceness.

‘Liking’ (with quotation marks)
An objective hedonic reaction, measured behaviorally or neurally, whether or not
accompanied by conscious pleasure. Core ‘liking’ reactions result from activity in
identifiable brain systems that paint hedonic value on a sensation such as sweetness.
Behavioral ‘liking’ reactions have been especially useful for mapping causal hedonic
hotspots in the brain, particularly in the form of ‘liking’/‘disliking’ facial expressions to
tastes that are homologous between humans and many other mammals. In humans, ‘liking’
reactions on their own have been shown in the form of unconscious pleasures, in cases
where people remain unaware of an emotional stimulus and of their own hedonic reaction to
it.

Pleasure
Positive hedonic valence, as a ‘liking’ reaction or subjective liking reaction to the hedonic
impact of a stimulus. In its most commonly used sense, pleasure refers typically to the
subjective experience of conscious niceness. In a more most basic affective neuroscience
sense suggested here, pleasure can also refer to a simpler core ‘liking’ reaction generated by
hedonic brain systems—whether a subjective feeling of pleasure is consciously felt or not.
Core ‘liking’ reactions, we suggest, are ordinarily translated into conscious pleasure feelings
by additional cognitive brain mechanisms that underlie subjective awareness (just as
unconscious visual processes may be translated into conscious visual sensations by
awareness-generating mechanisms). That is, core ‘liking’ is a component of conscious liking
in pleasure. But under some conditions in humans and animals, objective neural processing
of pleasure may occur independently without conscious awareness as merely an unconscious
‘liking’ reaction.

Pleasure, neural causation of
A brain mechanism such as a hedonic hotspot, in which neural activation causes an increase
in objective ‘liking’ reactions, or in subjective ratings or experiences of conscious pleasure,
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or both. We distinguish here further between ‘sufficient cause’ and ‘necessary cause’
mechanisms. Necessary causation implies that if activity in a brain region is a necessary
cause of pleasure, then the presence of this pleasure relies on activity in this brain region.
The mere presence of this neural activity does not, however, imply that pleasure will occur.

In contrast, sufficient causation implies that if activity in a brain region is a sufficient cause
of behavioral changes related to pleasure, then the presence of activity in this brain region
produces behavioral changes. However, another cause may alternatively cause these
behavioral changes, and thus, the presence of these changes does not imply the presence of
activity in a brain region.

This means that a sufficient cause is a brain substrate able to generate increases in pleasure
above normal or baseline levels (so that an activating manipulation results in magnification
of hedonic impact). A necessary cause is a brain substrate needed for normal levels of
pleasure (so that damage to it results in the loss of positive ‘liking’ reactions or an increase
in dysphoric ‘disliking’ reactions or both). Clearly, some brain substrates may function as
both necessary and sufficient causes for pleasure. However, other brain mechanism may
function as sufficient causes only, contributing to pleasure enhancements but not needed for
the hedonic impact of normal sensory pleasures.

Pleasure, neural coding of
A brain mechanism in which activation correlates highly with the occurrence of pleasure, so
that the neural activation is a reliable brain marker for pleasure. A neural code may function
also as a neural cause for pleasure, and is often presumed to do so. However, a neural code
sometimes arises as a consequence rather than a cause of pleasure (and instead may cause
something else such as a related cognition). Coding activity in brain regions is, therefore, a
larger category than pleasure causation, as coding includes activity arising from the
subcategory of pleasure causes, as well as other brain regions not involved in this but rather
in other functions that further process pleasure signals such as complex emotion, memory,
cognition, etc. Coding activity is thus both related to the input registration of pleasure itself
and also to the output activation of brain regions related to downstream consequences of
pleasure. For these reasons, we consider coding and causation separately.

Positive reinforcement or reinforcer
Positive reinforcement is sometimes used to denote pleasure, and positive reinforcer to
denote a pleasure-causing stimulus, but we believe positive reinforcer is an ambiguous term
because it has pleasure-free meanings, too. For example, pleasure was not stipulated in
traditional concepts of positive reinforcement by Skinner (1938) or Hull (1951). Instead,
behaviorist definitions of reinforcement simply meant strengthening of an observed
behavioral response (S–R stamping-in), strengthening of a learned association between two
stimuli (S–S associations), or an increase in the frequency of a learned operant emission
(without positing any particular affective, learning, or neural mechanisms). We suggest that
defining pleasure solely in terms of positive reinforcement amounts to outsourcing the
difficult definition of pleasure to a behavioral measure of learning. A definition of pleasure
as positive reinforcement also runs into empirical problems of double dissociations between
pleasure and reinforcement. That is, pleasure may occur without behavioral positive
reinforcement (in situations that do not involve learned responses). Conversely, positive
reinforcement may occur without pleasure (e.g., by activating ‘wanting’ without ‘liking’ via
false pleasure electrodes or via dopamine or by traditional S–R habit strengthening
mechanisms). For these reasons, we believe it necessary to grapple directly with pleasure
and reward rather than rely on positive reinforcement terms.
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Reward
A composite psychological process requiring multiple brain systems. A single instance of
reward typically contains all three ‘liking’, ‘wanting’, and learning components. Brain
manipulations may sometimes dissociate the components and change one much more than
others. In most basic form, each component can occur without conscious awareness (i.e.,
core ‘liking’, core ‘wanting’, implicit learning). To be elaborated into the conscious forms
that we all experience, the components are posited to require further processing by
additional cognitive-related brain mechanisms, which generate awareness.

Wanting (without quotation marks)
The everyday sense of the word as a subjective desire. Conscious wanting typically is
distinguished by requiring cortical mechanisms that generate declarative goals (based on
memory or imagery): you want something in particular and may imagine it in advance of
getting it.

Wanting’ (with quotation marks)
Incentive salience, a motivational process within reward that mirrors hedonic ‘liking’ and
makes stimuli attractive when attributed to them by mesolimbic brain systems. Incentive
salience is highly influenced by mesolimbic dopamine neurotransmission (though other
neurotransmitters and structures also are involved). Importantly, incentive salience is not
hedonic impact or pleasure. That is why one can ‘want’ a reward without necessarily ‘liking’
the same reward. Irrational ‘wanting’ without liking can occur via incentive sensitization in
drug addiction, false pleasure electrodes, and similar cases because ‘wanting’ mechanisms
are largely subcortical and separable from cortically mediated declarative expectation and
conscious planning. Thus, for example, addicts may irrationally and compulsively ‘want’ to
take drugs even if, at a more cognitive and conscious level, they do not want to do so.
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Fig. 1.
Hedonic hotspots and hedonic circuits. Hedonic hotspots are shown in nucleus accumbens,
ventral pallidum, and brainstem parabrachial nucleus where opioid or other signals cause
amplification of core ‘liking’ reactions to sweetness. Reprinted with permission from Smith
et al. (2008), based on Kringelbach (2005), Peciña et al. (2006), and Smith and Berridge
(2007)
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Fig. 2.
Taste ‘liking’ reactions and contrast map of nucleus accumbens hotspots. Positive ‘liking’
reactions to pleasant sweet tastes shared by human newborn, young orangutan, and adult rat
(tongue protrusion, left top) and aversive ‘disliking’ reactions to unpleasant bitter tastes
(gape, left bottom). Opioid hotspots and coldspots in the nucleus accumbens (medial shell
region shown in sagittal view, right). Green The entire medial shell mediates opioid-
stimulated increases in ‘wanting’ for food reward. Red Only a cubic-millimeter-sized
hedonic hotspot generates increases in ‘liking’ for the same opioid stimulation. Blue A small
hedonic ‘coldspot’ suppresses ‘liking’ reactions to sucrose, whereas a larger purple zone
suppresses ‘disliking’ reactions to quinine. Reprinted with permission from Smith et al.
(2008), based on data from Peciña and Berridge (2005)
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Fig. 3.
Valence coding in medial OFC. a The activity in medial OFC correlates with the subjective
ratings of pleasantness in an experiment with three pleasant and three unpleasant odors
(Rolls et al. 2003). b Similarly, the activity in medial OFC was also correlated with the
subjective pleasantness ratings of water in a thirst experiment (de Araujo et al. 2003b). A
correlation in a very similar part of medial OFC was found with the pleasantness of other
pure tastants used in the experiment (not shown). c This corresponded to the findings in an
experiment investigating taste and smell convergence and consonance, which found that
activity in the medial OFC was correlated with subjective consonance ratings (de Araujo et
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al. 2003c). d Even higher-order rewards such as monetary reward were found to correlate
with activity in the medial OFC (O’Doherty et al. 2001)
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Fig. 4.
Hedonic experience. a The activity in mid-anterior parts of the orbitofrontal cortex
correlated with the subjective pleasantness ratings of the foods (Kringelbach et al. 2003). On
the right is shown the magnitude of the fitted hemodynamic response from a representative
subject plotted against the subjective pleasantness ratings (on a scale from −2 to +2) and
peristimulus time in seconds. b Additional evidence for the role of the mid-anterior
orbitofrontal cortex in subjective experience comes from another neuroimaging experiment
investigating the supra-additive effects of combining the umami tastants monosodium
glutamate and inosine monophosphate (de Araujo et al. 2003a). The figure shows the region
of mid-anterior orbitofrontal cortex showing synergistic effects (rendered on the ventral
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surface of human cortical areas with the cerebellum removed). The synergy is unlikely to be
expressed in the taste receptors themselves, and the activity in the orbitofrontal cortex may
thus reflect the subjective enhancement of umami taste, which must be closely linked to
subjective experience. c Adding strawberry odor to a sucrose taste solution makes the
combination more pleasant than the sum of each of the individual components. The supra-
linear effects on subjective enhancement activated a lateral region of the left mid-anterior
orbitofrontal cortex, similar to as found in other experiments (de Araujo et al. 2003c). d
These findings were strengthened by findings using DBS and MEG (Kringelbach et al.
2007a). Pleasurable subjective pain relief for chronic pain in a phantom limb in a patient
was causally induced by effective deep brain stimulation in the PVG/PAG part of the
brainstem. When using MEG to directly measure the concomitant changes in the rest of the
brain, a significant change in power was found in the mid-anterior OFC
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Fig. 5.
Model of the functions of the orbitofrontal cortex. a The proposed model shows the
interactions between sensory and hedonic systems in the orbitofrontal cortex using as an
example one hemisphere of the orbitofrontal cortex (Kringelbach 2004). Information is
flowing from bottom to top on the figure. Sensory information arrives from the periphery to
the primary sensory cortices, where the stimulus identity is decoded into stable cortical
representations. This information is then conveyed for further multimodal integration in
brain structures in the posterior parts of the orbitofrontal cortex. The reward value of the
reinforcer is assigned in more anterior parts of the orbitofrontal cortex from where it can
then be used to influence subsequent behavior (in lateral parts of the anterior orbitofrontal
cortex with connections to anterior cingulate cortex), stored for valence learning/memory (in
medial parts of the anterior orbitofrontal cortex), and made available for subjective hedonic
experience (in mid-anterior orbitofrontal cortex). The reward value and the subjective
hedonic experience can be modulated by hunger and other internal states. b In addition,
there is important reciprocal information flowing between the various regions of the
orbitofrontal cortex and other brain regions as demonstrated by the detailed inputs between
the different sub-regions
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Fig. 6.
Orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) comparison in rats and primates. Homology between the
prefrontal cortex in rat (orbital and agranular insular areas) and primates (OFC) is indicated
by their similar patterns of connectivity with the mediodorsal thalamus (MD, green),
amygdala (orange), and striatum/accumbens/pallidum system (pink). In both species, the
OFC receives robust sensation input from sensory cortices and associative information from
the amygdala, and in both sends motor and limbic outputs to the striatum and nucleus
accumbens. A coronal example is shown in each box. AId Dorsal agranular insula, AIv
ventral agranular insula, c central, CD caudate, LO lateral orbital, m medial, NAc nucleus
accumbens core, rABL rostral basolateral amygdala, VO ventral orbital, including
ventrolateral and ventromedial orbital regions, VP ventral pallidum. Reprinted with
permission from Schoenbaum et al. (2006)
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Fig. 7.
Pleasure electrodes or not? Comparison of famous examples of controversial ‘pleasure
electrodes’ in rat (from Olds 1961) and in human (patient B-19, a young man, from Heath
1972). Thick black lines show the electrodes (insulated except at tip; red dots indicate their
stimulating tips). Both the rat and the human pressed for electrode stimulation up to
thousands of times, but recently questions have been raised whether both electrodes might
have produced merely a pure form of ‘wanting’ (incentive salience) rather than actual
‘liking’ (true hedonic pleasure). Reprinted from Smith et al. (2008)
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